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As a result of experience training local districts to use State

r, Assessment results, staff of he Michigan Eduestional Movement Program
LCN ( .
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.

w--4 .(MEAP) have developed proce ures for helping school district and building

staffs use and report assess t results. There are procedures for using

CM e

W results at the district level, school building level and classroom level
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(see Appendix A). This model of using and reporting test results is
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applicable to other state programs that are faced with the challenge of

41
teaching local educatord to use their results. As was discussed in an

earlier paper*, these ideas came from observing schools that made Use of-

the results, so they are based on realistic estimates of resourcee,available

locally.

Assumptions

The use and reporting model is predicated on several assumptions. First,

it is assumed that we believe that our test results should be used tohelp-

students learn. That is, we believe that what we test is important and local

- educators should teach students the skills which they have not already
4,

attained. Second, it is assumed that we believe that parents, taxpayers,

board members and other members of the public haWe a right to know about

their schools. Therefore, measures of schools such as test scores should be

provided to these groups in a context which help: them underitand the meaning

of the scores. Third, most local educators (teachers, adTinistratori,

counselors and so forth) are npt well trained in testing, and those who have

0

* Develo sent of Si le W s for piing State Assessment Results - Presented at the

, Tenth Annual Large cale Aa Assamant Conference, June, 1980.
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had courses on testing were taught how tests are constructed and how to

read test reports, not use the results in instruction. Fourth, without

training a d motivation to use results, many local educators will ignore

the result This that trainers must actively pursue training

activities and motivate local educators to implement the training.

Motivation can take many forms and the assessment program staff should use

both positive means and Avoidance of negative consequences to motivate local

lettrcators.
Fifth, there are simple ways orusing test results,and these can

A be taught to local educators. That is, significant use of to n be made

by teachers and principals without additional training or the use of outside

experts. *Finally, the use of the results by the teachers and the principal

_end the reporting of the results at the district level to the school board

and mediziand at the building level to the parents are very much interrelated.

416

Talking About the Resute

It may seem odd to begin a discussion of using and reporting results with

description of ways to report them -- after all, how can we report something

that we haven't determined the meaning of? What do we report? Yet, invariably,

.local educators report the test results without determining what they mean or

what will be done as a consequence of them. Soule loci educators'emy even

.,-,

believe that reporting the results is the'use of them.

You can recognize these districts quite easily. They are the ones that

report scores to the local board, the news media, the local pareitt groups or

other audiences in terms of gains or losses, percentile ranks or other normative

comparisons.
teproving scores of above average cores are emphasized, while

the use of the resnits is ignored. The first pe on to ask Atir the scores

improved or what will be done to improve the* further is first to ditcover that

the district-level
or'school-level official has no real idea about the

significance of the results -- shy they are so high or low and what can be done
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to improve tfiem. Districts with declining scores or below average results

try to shun publicity, hoping to avoia the negative image such results will

bxing. The test reports of these-districts are so thin that even the un-
.

trained lay 'citizen-can see through them.

Using Test Results

What can be done to improve reporting? Improve the use of the results!

The active steps .to use the results will improve the reporting of the results

as well.. The use of results provides a context foi the reports of results --

the "meat"'of the reports.

There are two major ways to use assessment results at the building level.

The first, is to use the results to help the students that are tested. Assuming

that the test covers a, representative set of skills and that the skills are

realistic expectations for the students, the skills that students do not attain

can provide a starting place fort planning instruction. In order to do this

most effectively,4chool staffs need to be taught that the instructional needs

of students may not be always discernable from the skills that the student misses.

These may only be indicators of underlying instructional needs. Some local

districts (and states) have assisted this process by developing instructional

support materials that include "diagnostic" tests to determine needs and in--

ptructional suggestions keyed to the different levels which students may be

t
operating on. Supporting instructional materials are also presented,

The second way of using the test re:ults is for curriculum review and,

instructional planning at thi buildiMg level.., Ideally, the building principal,.

and all classroom teachers (at all grades) will participate as a bUildingkeem.,

A three-step process was develo4d in Michigan to guide school staffs in using

tests for this purpose (See Appendix 1-1, 2 and 3). Step one is the aetermination

of which skilly,tested present the great instructional need. Step two is the

4
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identification of current instruction on these.(and the other) skills at

each of the previous grade levels. This may take the form of time spent on

each skill, when during the school year that the instruction occurs, what
ti

text and other,materials are used to teach the skills and so forth. Step

three is the determilhltion of immediate and longer team curricula goals.

During the final step, staff will determine what changes in instruction

r

should be made. If skills that students do poorly on are ones oa which they

have7not received sufficient instruction, when should students receive

additional instruction? When should the skill be introduced, reinforped and

reviewed? Usually,',these activities can be fit into normal ,instructional
.

activities. On the othe hand, on which skills can instructional time be

.s
reduced? If students are doing quite well, is excessive reddfidancy built

into instruction? If so, this time can be used for the needed additional

(or other) instruction.

The major direct benefit of this process is that teachers apd the Princi-

pals will have established a plan to use the test results -- a short-term plan

. for the students tested and a longer-term plan to modify curricula to meet

student needs before they are tested. Indirect benefits of this process'

include: a coordinated instructional, plan, a feeling of team particilmtion

among teachers, and increased communication apsong administrators, teachers,

parents and students.

Reportin)t_of Results

Once the school has determined how the results will be used, reporting the

results makes more sense.. Parents of students' tested can be told by. the class-

room teacher what repedial instruction is planned. Parents of students not in

A
the test group can be tolthlo4 the school curricula will be modified to improve

student achievement (See Appendix C). Citizens can be informed what the school
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is trying to do, how well,the school is doing it, and what will be done to

improve it. This is particularly of interest to school board nembers,and

other citizens (See Appendix D).

The plan for reporting test results has three major parts. The first is

to prepare the audience with information about the purpose of the program,

how the results are being used and how the scores fit within the context of

thlr information about the district or school. The background report,

atpted from reporting to the new media, works equally well with other

audiences such as the School board, patent groups and other lay audiences.

111

The purpose of these presentations is to prepare the group to understand

( the results. Because testing is unfamiliar to most individuals, preparation

is needed to understand the reporter. If scores are given out before the

explanation is given, the group is less likely to hear and comprehend the
\a

message -- their atteneion will be diverted tO the numbers and what they

mean. Also, a message which is given twice (before and as scores are reported)

is more likely to be heard and understood.

The background report should contain the basic facts of the assessment

program and some sample test tens. It might be interesting to administer a

few sample test items, to t group to give them a "realistic" idea of whet

the tests are like. In addition, the report should help the audience under-

stand the relationship (or lack thereof) between outcomes as measured by

tests or other means and inputs, such as instructional materials, staff and

finances. Porhspi most_ important, the report should stress what has been and

will be done with the results. This should be described in as concrete terms

as possible, perhaps by having teaCheri report their plans. Some buildings

that have been through the process described earlier could be used. Finally.

the backgrouhd report should conclude with the plan for the subsequent reports,

so the group knows that more informatioq will be coming.
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The second, tOm of report is the actual report of the.test results.
,

!

This report should be made in the simplest and briefest'terma possible,

emphasizing thel\lite 8f andiovistuh materials. Five key questions should

be addresipp

A. How did ee do this year?
6

B. Did achievement improve over last year'?

C. If so, why?

D. If not, why not?

E. What will be done to review and use the results?

It is as important (if-mot more so) to discuss low results or declining

scores as it is high or improviag scores. The negative story will get out

and its important to acknowledge it and be prepated to'do something about it.

The final type of tort is the follow-up report. Thig report is used to

inform the group of action taken or de unions made subsequent to the background

ireport orthe report of the results. This'report may focus on specific crri-

cula selected for review, results of this review process, new instructional

activities implemented as a result of the review or speciat activities'imple-

d asa result of- testing -- awards, summer remedial programs, and po forth.

planning the campaign to use and report the test results, it may be

use to-think in terms of the events which must he carried out. Appendix E

shows s of the major events which take place before, during and. after

testing and the reporting activities connected with iamb testing activity.

Also shown is a sample schedule for the reporting activities and a list of

audiences who are interested/concerned about the test results. By planning

the use and reporting of test scores in advance, users can more firmly tie

the use and reporting together:

4



Local educators often-state their lack of training or the lack of

time or money as excuses for not using and reporting results. These

activities for repo'rting andb.using test scores'have been developed with

these constraints in mind. The reporting of assessment scores is dependent

4
on the use of the scores, but each activity reinforces the other. When

professional staff take the time to determine meaning c' the scores, the

resultant insight can form the basis of reports of the results to many.

audiences: By increasing the level of knowledge of various professional

and lay groups, support for the schools' instructional programs is increased.

Thus, testing can serve as a vehicle to both improve educational opportunities

of student's and communicate what is good about schools (and our commitment

to change what isn't so good) to various important audiences. State assess-

ment program staffs can help local di tricts learn these simple techniques.



SECTION II

USING MEAP TEM' RESULTS

In this section, a number of suggestions will be given concern-
ing the uses of MEArresults. For the sake of convenience, these
uses have been grouped at the district, school, and individual
student levels. This arbitrary means of subdividing a coordinated
school district and building effort to use the tests results was
adopted to point out the different responsibilities of distri9t-level,
school-level, and classroom personnel. A number of resource
materials have been developed to said local educators in using
and reporting MEAP results. A list oSthese resources and instruc-
tions for acquiring them are given in Appendix F.

District Level Use

What Should Be Done?

District officials should

Provide leadership and direction to the staff;

Interpret MEAP test results as they relate total
district program; and

Communicate results in this context to the school board
and the community at large.

c

Why?

The interest of district-l&el administratori and curricu-
lum specialists will encourage building-level adminis-
trators and teachers to use assessment results.

The importance of interpretation cannot' be over-
emphasized. The educational assessment program pro-
vides a large amount of information. Teachers, principals,
and other district personnel should reach an understanding

9

APPENDIX .11

of what the assessment data means to them. In the absence
of an 'official" interpretafion, newspaper .reporterg,
citizens, parents, or students will provide their own mean -
ings of the data. If these inter rotations are improper or
based on limited inforMation, they may be. difficult for
school personnel to correct.

The manner in which MEAP test results are shared by
district officials will have a significant impact on the over-
all usefulness of the results. Act, dont relict.

How Is Leader hip And Directioti, Provided To Staff?

Distribute school level assessment results to school staff
promptly.

Hold one or more briefings for central office staff and
school staff to present and discuss results in detail.
Emphasize, what has been accomplished and what should
be addressed.

* In larger districts, it may be useful to hold schoOl-by-
. school briefings for entire professional staff during
which district and the specific school results are dis-
cussed. What the district plans to do with the results .

and expects the school to do should also be communii
cated.

Encourage school staff to use schocrlevel MEAP results
and to distribute the' Pamphlet for Parents.

How Ctin Results Be Related To Total Program?

Examine district MEAP results to determine how students ,

performed.

1i3
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Examine and compare the results of other district-level
measures of achievement.

Prepare a written report which includes the complete
assessment results. Highlight both the strengths and weak-
nesses. -The report should also include interpretations,
implications, and the plan of action. Make the report avaq-
able to anyone who wants to understand or analyze the
MEAP results in depth.

Prepare a presentation which gives the total picture of the
district's instructional and evaluation programs showing
MEAP within the context of other testing done in the
district.

How Should Meap Test Itestets Be Communicated To Various
Audiences?

Determine the audiences to whom the information should
be communicated and what they would be most interested
in knowing. These audiences will probably include admin-
istration and school staffs, parents, tnedia representatives,
and the community at large.

Adjust the emphasis, length, and content of the presenta-
tion to make it meaningful and clear to the audience being
addressed.

For the school board:

* The board will want to be shown the strengths and
weaknesses in overall student performance. The district
can present the objective by objective results contained
in the District Summary, highlighting strengths and
weaknesses.

* As areas for improvement are identified, preliminary
plans for correcting deficiencies should be presented.
The board can then identify priority areas and consider
possible reallocations of district resources.

11

C.

* Plan and adapt your board presentation accordingly.

For the community at large:

* Capitalize on public interestpast experience has
shown that the public reporting of MEAP test results
generates a ..lot of interest. Take advantage of this
excellent opportunity to improve public relations.

Act, don't roactrelease MEAP test results prbtnptly
and in the context of your total school program. Report
early, report honestly, report fully, and provide infor-
mation about what the district/school is doing to make
achievement even better. This should reduce occasions
when reaction to negative newspaper reports are
necessary. Let the public know how you are doing on
the assessment tests and more importantly, what you.
are doing in your schools to give students a quality
..lucation. t

* Prepare a brief, clear release which can be used by the
news media. Photographs of students activel engaged
in learning are excellent ways to show the positive
aspects of schools..

* Initiate an ongoing dialogue with the media to keep
them informed of what is going on in the district during
the course of the entire year.

* Respond to all inquiries in a positive, honest manner.
Even if the results are less than "glowing", acknowledge
needs openly and indicate the plans for improvement or
stogy s that are already underway to correct deficiencies.
Be sure to mention areas which have shown impr:ve-
ment over a period of time.

' 4
* ,Use the MEAP presentation. as an opportunity to

generate parents interest in their children's educa-
tional progress. Awareness of the larger school environ-
ment and the context in which testing is done helps to
enlist school support.

12



A manual entitled "Presenting MEAP" has been developed
to assist districts in reporting results to the school board
and the general public. The manual outlines twenty steps
that can be taken to explain the proper uses and limits of ,
MEAP. The' manual also suggests how to report district

4

MEAP mulls and.how to look for and find otherinierestz
in g elements of the school district program* which when,
reported, help give a truer picture of district performance ,

(or of the school district.) See Appendix F.

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND WHEN :AP TEST_ RESULTS

1. In the Objectives, the word "with" is either used or implied..
This does not mean that the state is mandating that the student
Mil do something or snot, by Department edict, learn a particu-
lar bit of infortnaton. The use of the term *will* simply means that
as a demonstration of objective attainment, a student will be able to
do 1,tiat is stated in the objective. -

2. The performance objectives ampased by the test items are
minimal objectives. Therefore, these objectives do not cover the
entire range of skills that educators would consider important for
many student. to know in mathematics and reading at the begin-
ning of birth, seventh and tenth grade. In addition, local school
districts may have other important objectives which are unique to
the local district.

4'3. Only selected objectival from the total set of minimal
-performence objectives in mathematics and reading are tested.
Iherefors, educators should not mance, that students have
attained all minimal objectives,even if they attOled all objectives
tested this year.

4. The minimal performanin objectives area raids to expec-
tations tor student performance. &dna rempters may not attain
Mine of the objectives until later than may be the usual case.

A

. Individual stu t characteristics should be kept in mind when
interp ing results to parents.

The crite n for objective attainment was set by the State
of Education. Local educattirs may feel that for some

objectives, or someltudents, the criterion is too high or too low.
This shbuld be co ni when interpreting results.

^

6. Low scores on the assessment test should notbe regard a
an indication that a school or classroom is inefficient or uninspiring
to students. Low scores are an indication that there are educational
needs present However, low scores do not say what caused these
needs.

7. Test results and performance objectivesshould related
to the instructional materials and curriculum being used in the
school the student is attending. Parents should befitted. aware of
the context in whklithe testing has been dole. Awareness of the
laiger school environment should help understanding of student
performance by the parent

8. Explain to parents the role they can play in their child's
education. The minitr11 parformance objectives and MEAP
test multi are being explained to them for the benefit of their

__ child's education.

13 14
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School Level Use

(-4
Much is known about the use of test results to improve student

achievement. Appendix D, for example, lists several major
principles that research has shown are related to improved school
achievement. Because achievement occurs at the classroom and
school building levels, though, the building principalpnd all class-
room teachers determine the extent to which test results are used to
help students. Models for using and reporting MEAP and other test
results have been developed. These methods were developed in
schools and are based on realistic resource constraints. Schools
have used these models in the past and each is described in this
section. Attending to specific curriculumand instructional needs is
the job of all teachers, not just the fourth, seventh and tenth grade
teachers.

Why Use MEAP?

MEAP test' results provide valuable information on the
status of basic skills education in schools.

MEAP is a reliable vehicle for imnroving the educational
quality of each Michigan public school and benefits all
students, both individually and collectively.

MEAP helps detect trends and patterns in theperformance
of students.

MEAP helps match skill needs with curriculum and in-
structional programs.

MEAP helps teachers focus directly upon the minimum
skill needs of students.

MEAP helps teachers plan group and individual instruc-
tion.

Who Should Be Involved?

The Schoo! Principal should provide the leadership and
direction in this team effort.

School personnel should use MEAP test results to help
address the following areas of concern:

* Identify the skill needs of students tested.
* Review the curriculum and instructional programs.
* Establish instructional'priorities for the school year.
* Involve parents in the educational process;

Parents can use the MEAP results to determine the child's
j)rogress in acquiring basic math and reading skills.

How Should The Principal Provide Leadership And
Direction?

The principal's major responsibilities are to:

* Hand out test results to staff promptly.
* Organize and direct the MEAP School Utilization

Team.
* Show enthusiasm and concern for the improvement

of student achievement.
* Give assistance and support to the staff in their efforts

to enhance the school curriculum and instructional
programs.

* Report school test results and a proposed plane of
action to parents.

16



'lbw Should The Se IsSel Team Use MEM) Results?,

The school team's major responsibilities are to:
4 ,

Explore staff expectations of the **dents.
. Examine test results to identify problems and needs.

Conducts curriculum and instructional program re-
view to determine current strategies used to teach the
skills that are tested.
Make decisions, set goals and devise a plan of action to
address needs (based upon findings).

The MEAP School Utilization Team should include at least :t
one representative from each grade level and/or curricu-
lum area, as well as each area of support services.

In small schools, full staff participation is feasible.
In large schools, grade-level teams (K-3, 4-6, ?-9) may
be a better alternative.

The emphasis of the team should be on people pulling to-
gether in an agr'--.. upon direction to determine needs.

A positive approach is needed to assure that changes
agreed upon are implemented with care and concern for
improvement.

listructional changes can be made most easily when the
school staff is involved in the change.

Two-way communication is important and everyone should
be aware of what everyone else is doing, in terms of Whet,
where and when skill') are taught, what needs each per-
ceives, and finally, how each can help the other.

What Resource. Are Available For The 'S if Effort?

Materiali have been developed to help school staffs use

.._._
MEAP test results. They are easy to use and can be adapted
for use in different types of schools.

A flyer entitled "Principals and Teachers: The
Building Team"4 has been included in the School
Coordinator's Manual. This is a good introductory
document for staff. It provides suggestions on what
should be done before, during and after the tests are
iAdministered.

The MEAP Curriculum Review Model can be put
into operation in three sessions. Fog each session, the
goals, materials needed, and approximate time and
process agenda are outlined. The first seabion deals
with examining the results, identifying the skills- of
greatest concern and setting a realistic criterion
level. The second session reviews the curriculum and
instructional program to determine what is current-
ly being done. The last session is a decision making,
goal setting activity to improve the student attain-
ment of the basic skills.

Objective matrices are helpful analysis tools. The
metrics, list each objective in reading and mathe-
matics for grades four, seven, and ten. They have
multiple uses, such as prioritizing objectives,
examining the instructional program (what is
taughtwhen, where, and at- what grade level) and 4
addressing needs (reference text books, grade level'
progrstms, etc.).

The MEAP Parent Reporting Model provP es sugges-
tions for staff preparation, three ways of distributing
the MEAP Pamphlet for Parents, and reporting the
test results. Each model contains the goals, materials,
anticipated time, participants, and outlines the steps
to be taken.
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Model A, Individual Parent/Teacher Confer-
asses, is recommended. It personalizes the re-
sults, provides for two-way communication, and
gets parents involved

Model B, Group PTA Meetings, has the advan-
tage of putting MEAP into the larger context of
the total school, program.

Model C, to mail or send the Pamphlet for
Parents home with the student is the least &sir-.
able method of reporting. Howeyer, something is
better than nothing when communicating with
parents.

A sample MEAP /PTA Meeting has,been prepared in
an open-ended script format. It includes what should
be said, by whom, when, *hat shcold be done, and how
long it should take.

The film "Building Better Basics: The Home School
Partnership" should be useful in any parent-teacher
meeting, school board meeting, or other community
meetings. This 12-minute film was designed for
parents to encourage them to take an interest in their
children's education.

is

ti't t___412iis THE SCHOOL 'Mai BUY WANT TO
'CONSIDER WREN USING MEAP 111:8T RESULTS

1. Using the Scheel Summary Report, examine objectir
attainment levels.

Vsing the Feeder School Rawl, exianlandinehjee-
the attainment levels of studentsiihe are no sr in
the building.

= -

Establish an acceptable criterion level of attainment
for the school

4. List in prioritY order all objeetiveeffrim boththelleheig
Summary Report and the resider Sawa Report) fall-
ing below the acceptable. criterion level set In O.

5. (;0., ins where the MEAP thiseitrat are coma*
being taught in the instructional mimeses in the Wild-
ing and what instructional materials are used.

B. Identity the present needs. -

7.-Make decisions, set goals, and outline a plan of action.
Share the plan with the full staff.

8. Initiate a plan of action.

9. Set up in evaluation mechanism.-

110



Individual Student UN

Hew can =AP-Test Results Be Used To Help Individual
Students Tested?

The' responsibility of using MAP test .results to focus
attention on the specific minimal skill needs of individual
students falls on different staff members in different
school situations (grade level teachers, content area
teachers, counselors. etc.):

In elementary schools this responsibility is most fre-
quently that of the fourth grade twigs.

A

In secondary schools thiiresponsibility is often not
assumed by,- nor assigned to, anyone. If, however,
individual students are to receive needed help, the
responsibility must be assigned and carried out.

Before Using MEAP test results to help an individual
student, the following questions should be answered:

What are the MEAP objectives? (reading and mathe-
matics, grades four, seven, andsten.)

Are the objectives tested part of the curriculum in
earlier or later grades?

Where are the objectives introduced, taught, re-
viewed?

Which objectives are most important, at this point
in time, for this student?

What is the best approach to instruction?

The same steps outlined in the MEAP Curriculum Review
Model can be applied when using the individual student
and classroom data. The results must be examined and
needs identified (using the Classroom Listing Report and

21

the Individual Student Report), criterion Weis deter-
mined, curriculum reviewed, and goals set, etc.

What Resources Are Available For Helping Individual
Students Tested?

The flyer entitled "Understanding and Using the Indi-
vidual Student Report" explains why the test was given,
what the report means, and how the results can be used to
identify skill weaknesses. It can be used by teachers in
conferences with students and parents. It can also be used
by students examining their Individual Student Report
independently. The flyer can be removed from the
handbook and duplicated (see Appendix E).

The instructional support materials can beused as a tool
to inservice local personnel or as a resource by individual
teachers.

* MATHEMATICS: Five areas of instruction (Frac-
tions, Decimals, Ratio and Proportions, Percent and
Whole Number Computation) have been addressed
in two sets of mathematics materials. These materials
were prepared to assist teachers whose students are
having difficulties in one or more of these areas.

* READING: For grades 4 and 7 the support materials
contain information about areas of reading which
caused problems for studenti on the MEAP tests. A
pending addition to these materials will provide
instructional ideas for the current reading objectives.

The secondary level support materials identify a
process for disseminating MEAP reading results to
various departments in a high school. These materials
include examples of reading objectives and instruc-
tional procedures and strategies within content areas.

Other: Materials have also been developed 'in other
subject areas and specifically for secondaliy schools
(see Appendix F).
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APPENDIX B-1

SCHOOL PREPARATION FOR A UTILIZATIWOF
MEAT TEST RESULTS vomiter'

I. Things to be Considered When Planning a Utilisation Workshop

1. The school unit is a key element in themtilization

.of assessment date.

2. The emphasis is on having people pull together in an

agreed upon direction.

3. Instructional changes can be glade most easily when the school

staff is involved in the changes.

4. Soli7iting full staff participation however, is easier

said-than done.

5. The department has developed a MBA? test results

utilization model which is adaptable to most situations;

and certified MRA trainers are available to conduct workshops,

upon request.

6. The HEAP utilization model carebe put into operition in 3

sessions which involve from 21.4 to 4 hours._ Of course, it

includes an uncalculated amount of individual effort.

II. Organizing a School:team

A. Size - will vary depending upon building size and/or method

used to select team members.

B. Participants -
(1) Should include at least a representative sample

(2),If possible, the (*nitre staff should be involved.

III. Things to,be Considered in Organizing a MEAF Utilization Schwa Team

1. Organizational structure of the school

2. Contractual agreements, as to meeting tides and lengths

3. Preliminary information sessions with key support personnel

(such as: addinietrato4, department chairpersons, curriculum,

specialist, remedial specialist, assist principals, etc.)

4. Who will conduct meeting(s)

5. How the team membership will be deteriined - -a) mandatory,

b) voluntary, c) other.

6. How many teen members are needed? Thaischool team should

include at least a representative cross section of the

staff (i.e., 1-adninistrator, 1-teacher, 1-curricu).w

specialist, etc.)

7. Staff-Faculty attitude toward testing--a) negative, b) positive,

c) neutral, d) no knowledge

S. Brief description of proposed a4tivity at total staff-

faculty meeting.

9. Team meeting date, place and time.

Iv Materials Necessary (Provided by Requesting School)

1. Copies for each team lember--a) School Summary, b) District

Summary, c) State Sudmary

2. Classroom Listing Report for 4th, 7th and 10th grade teachers

3. MAP Hasdbooks (for reference)
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APPENDIX B-2

A MODELFOR

UTILIZATION OF NEAP TEST RESULTS

Session t

Examining Results and Identifying Present Needs

C0518:

In terms of basic skills attainment in Reading and Math:

I. School teams will be &WA to!Zead, understand and interpret
MEAP test results forms.

2. School teams will be able to determine where the school
stands in relation to their district and state.

3. School teams will be able to make a realistic criterion
selection.

4. School teams will be eble to identify school problem
areas and determine present needs.

Mntorials: (Copies fir Everyone)

School Summary Report
District Summary Report

-State Summary Report

Time:

1-2 hours.

Group Size:

1. Will vary, dependent upon: staff size, method of, selection.

2.'Should include:
(a) Total instructional staff (if possible).
(b) Principal and 1 Teacher per grade (minimum).
(c) A large Building Team could be subgrouped (K-3, 4-6, 7-9).

Process:
1. Introduce activity briefly, explaining goals of the activity.

(These could be written on a chalkboard, on transparencies or
on news print.)

2. Review types, format and content of redo t forms.
3. Mews to District Summary for general information and to
4. Compare to State Summary establish a frame of reference,

not to establish ,needs in comparative
terms.

2;)



A MODEL FOR
CURRICULUM $ PROGRAM REVIFW USING HEAP TEST RESULTS

Session II

Curriculum and Instructional Planning

APPENDIX B-4

I.- School to will examine present school needs of 4th, 7th, and 10th1gr4 ern,

summarized from previous meeting.

2.. Teachers will complete objective matrix to determine present status of building-

. wide curriculum and instructional program. .

3. Building teams will identify which objectives are school-wide priority ant

Which are individual classroom priority.

"teriale: (copies for everyone)

Summary of Present Needs and SchSol Criterion Levels

Blank matrix sheets for each participant (matrix for reproduction)

Classroom Listing Reports for 4th, 7th, and 10th grade teachers

NEAP Handbook (optional)

Time:

142 hours

Group Size:

Building Teams

Process:

1. Introduce activity briefly, explaining goals of the activity.

2. a. 4th, /th, and 10th grade teachers examine Classroom Listing Report to find

priority objectives.

b. All other teachers complete objective matrix. Matrix multiple uses:

1)Hours per year taught 2)Prioritize 1-5 3)Introduce/teach/review

4)Reference text book, etc. There should be a correlation between

time spent and attainment. Collect and make composite of results,

examples: record all times and average each grade, make a composite

for each grade, etc. Be sure to differ.nciate between teach/learn.

3. Chairperson collects objective matrices and assigns responsibility of com-

pletion and reproducing for next meeting.

4. Determine whether'or not 4th, 7th, end 10th grade classroom priorities are

the same as theyachool priorities.

S. If necessary, building team examines NEAP Handbook to determine whether or

not students have appropriate Malls to attain the objectives as measured

by the specific items.

6. A decision must be made as to the allocation of special attention to be given

to objectives in the school and in the classroom.

7. Thekhuildisg team may vent to distribute the objectives across grade levels.



APPENDIX 8-5

S. Team assignment: In preparation for the next meeting, principal and teachers

will collect resource information on priority objectives, e.g. what textbook

mattrials, supplementary materimis, games, etc. are available for focused

attention. Anything new, uniqua, or different on any ftiority objective.

9. The individual matrices- mutt be collected, compiled into * composite, and

copies of the composite picture made for each tgam membe0or the next meeting.

This task should he definitely assigned. Separate composite for grades K-3,1,

4-6, or 7-9 may be helpful in schools with large grade spans.

Th

2"
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APPENDIX B-6 .

A MODEL FOR
wtURRICULUM $ PROGRAMREVIEW USING NEAP TEST RESULTS

lbasion III
Decision Making - Setting Coals

Goals:

1. Building team will examine objective matrfirscomposite to determine teaching

priority devoted-to various objectives.

2. Building team will make decision to charge (or not change) school curriculum

or instruction program.

3. Building team will form a plan of action fot workon school and classroom

objective prioritiesshort term and long term.
.

4. Butlding team will.share4indinis about instructional sources and methods.

5. Building team will determine the need for "outside" assistance.

Materials:

Composite objectives matrix(s) (copies for everyone)

School Summary Reports (from Session I)
..

.?.

Time: '-''
ee-

1 hour

Glyiu_ Size:* 0-

Building teas

Process:

1. Introduce activity briefly, explain goals.

17-Nand out the objective matrix(s), and note objectives which have high priority

and low priority, in terms of amount of instructional time allocated, etc.

-3. Have building team examin* objectives previously selected as short term and

long tem priorities.

4. Building teat should determine whether cr not a change should bemade intthm

instructional priorities, based on assessment,resu1ts.

5. Building team hould decide which objectives-will be given special attention

immediately with short term remediation goals.

Ai. Building teem should decide which objectives will be silvan special attention

as long term curriculum changes and instructional program changes.

7. Building seam should share information about materials and sources. Are

all priority objectives: covered? (Lixf where and how.) Are more resources

4needed?
1-

.

.School teams should know whether or not they need "outside" assistance and

what thing.. in curriculum materials and.so forth are needed.

9. Develop a plan to 'evaluate" effectiveness of planned changes.

10. A timeline'should be developed.'

11. Follow-up reporting, as needed, rhould also be put on a a line.me

Asi



SUGGESTIONS FOR THE INITIAL RECOMMENDATIONS

OF THE BUILDING TEAM

I. Format

APPENDIX B-7

These recommendations are based upon a comparison of staff expectations

and student performance on the assessment tests.

Activity Coordinator:

OBJECTIVE CODE DESCRIPTION ACTIVITY PLAN

Meeting Schedule:

Participants:

Activity:

Expected Outcome:

/I. Meeting Schedule

I. Leniik and number of meetings will, vary depending upon assigned task.

2. Schedule a one hour organisational meeting (time, place, agenda).

3. Sub...quent meetings: discretion of participants.

III. Participent

1. Number and configuration will vary depending upon:

a. staff size
b. organisational structure of the school

c. number and type of objectives identified, etc.

2. Full staff involvement is recommended. (The total staf' need not be

involved in all activities, but each staff member should participate'

in some aspect of the utilisation process.) '

a. grade level grouping
b. department grouping
c. interest grouping, etc.

IV. Activities

1. Further data analysis using the School Test leen Analysis Report and/or

other available data.

2. Integrating the objectives into the instructional progranaby content area.

3. Focus instructional program on the teaching of enabling skills that lend

to attainment of objectives measured by the tests.

4. Develop or obtain materials and techniques to Vlach the skills that are

not attained.

5. Determine how objectives can be better taught in the future.

V. Expected Outcome

1. Curriculum review sod revision

2. Instructional program champs

3. Select!** appropriate activities and materials

4. ties lies and evalistims pies 29



SCHOOL PRIORITY LISTING

Stara for Completing Format:

APPENDIX'S -8

1. Place objectives in the three categories (Critical, Important, Useful)
based mpos their importance to school goals and objective..

2. Vithie each category, prioritise the listed objectives.

Critical

Important

Useful

Reading Objectives

a=mf.dfimlIEMI111

1111111MIMIMM=111111111.110111" 11111111111111111111111101/1110111211
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APPENDIX 8-

see

Ili_1NG THE till & 10TH GRADS NEAP TESTS RESULTS
(School Level)

see

_The/following/ is a suggested proceprwhAch will provide a fast and

easy way for the NEAP 'Wilding Team to interpret NEAP test results, draw

initial implications, and mice recommendations by comparing staff expec-
tations and student performance.

ANALYSIS PLOW CHART

Examine staff expectations.
level, on the analysis matrix,
tives are preceived to be introduced,

reviewed.

Code objectives by grade
in terms of wheee objec-

mastered or

I
. _.

I
Set a realistic school criterion level of attainment,

Z. The level of attainment at which all students are

expected to achieve on all objectives.

Compare' expectation and performance by examining student

perfo shown on the School Summary Report.

. .

Prioritise the objectives, identifiedas falling at or
below the expected level of attainment in terms of their
importance to school goals and objectives on Perm 2.

.

Hike specific recoimendations for implementation to reach-

specific goals. Disseminate priOrity listing and -

recommendations. .
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BRILL AREA £
ME OBJECTIVE DM ON

VOCABULARY MEANING
0.%11Nwoilm.

GRADES
TESTED

10

ANALTIks MATRIX
Reading Perfo...ianee Objectives

Pro/bro

IB Balkan

'IC Mir Itiple Meaning

ID ilyinnynts

a

IE Antonyms

IF Canted

LITERAL COMPREHENSION

4.1.=1

HA Fill in Blanks
prae,dure)

IIB Main Ides

tIC Main Ids Details

'HD Paean
Ikapassea

IIT Csues/1164

1510m.pillimmorilpwIIMENNmmo

6

WI &Mena Waging
(1)10CeOltU!)

INFERE...*PrIAL 41PREHENSION

'VA Main Idea
ms CatassilIffset

OW. SKILL AREA A
C D 0: ECTIVE

GRADES
TESTED

CRITICAL READING SKILLS

10

IVA -Author's Purpose

IVB Fantasy/Reality

IVC Author's Viewpoint

RELATED STUDY SKILLS

VA Reference, Awareness

VB Reference, Use

VC Follow Directions

VD Summarising

VE Outline

VF Alphabetizing

POSITIVE RESPONSE/READING

VIA Read in Free Time

VIB Visit Reading Places

VIC, Request Extra Reading

VID Talk About Reading

0

V/

VIE Participate in
Creative Activities

Praha* Outcome

Main Idsa Details

33



SUGGESTED WAYS Or

SHARING NEAP TEST RESULTS,

WITH SECONDARY STUDENTS

APPENDIX 8-11

In the upper grades, seventh and particularly tenth, where students
are tooted, they say or may not have a Mathematics and/or a Reading class.,

It is therefore, necessary to arrange a direct link between the test results
and students. The staff responsible for this linkage may vary, depending
upon school organisation and structure. The following activities c_a

suggested to nest this need:

1. Conduct test debriefing sessions with students in which they c"
can discuss and ask questions about the tests:.

2. Stimulate student interest in tests resubFs by explaining how
the results will be used and when they can be expected.
(Example: _publicise on school bulletin boards, through, the public
addresssysten4 and/or the student news media.)

3. Dtstribute actual results upon receipt. Allow students-to examine

an& discuss their Individual Student Report; Student insight may

prqyi useful it the dfOgnostic process.
t

4. It is important to provide students with an expl#nation and
interpretation of their scores. Students are usually most

concerned with whether they passed or failed: It is,recommended,

however, that "strong emphasis be pieced on explaining the
skills a student has or has not learned" rather than 4e number
of right and 'wrong responses.

3. Provide encouragement and a suggested pled of action to addreis

identified needs.

34
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°it'd Implementation Plan to Address
Identified Student Needs in Reading

Studsat Nome

A. Results of NEAP Data Analysis.
WWI

1. Objectives not attained on NEAP
(Circle all that apply):

APPENDIX 8.12

2. Areas in reading in which student is

least proficient:

OA 1 C D t I Vocabulary

II ASCDEFOR Literal Comprehension

III ABCDZYCIII Inferential Comprehension

IV A I C Critical Reading

ABCDRY Study Skills

S. Other Pertinent Available Data.

1. A list of reading services the, student is receiving:

a

IM1

2. Results other tests and 3. Last grade received in these content

evaluation tools: Results areas:

Social Studies
Science
English
Mathematics

(Other)

icromeAl

C. Recommended Program Plan.

1. Schedule Planning Conference x
2. Establish instructional goals for student.

a. Set date a.

b. Idiitify participants (principal( b.

counselor, reading consultant,
content area teachers, parents,
and /or student(s).

\

3. Select appropriate classes, acti- - 4. Identify peraon(a) responsible for the

vides', and/or material.: program:

a. a.

b. b.

c.
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APPENDIX C-1

Reporting NEAP Results to Parents

Staff Preparation

I. Complete School Staff

A. Review school results, total school staff, a team approach.

B. Implement the "Model for 11,141zation of HEAP Test Results" to:

1: Determine if curriculum or instructional changes are needed.

2. Formulate a plan 9f action - -short term and long term--to share

with the parent(s) - -not necessarily operational at the time of sharing

school-wide, grade level, classroom, individual.

II. Classroom Teacher of Students Tested

A. Be familiar with what is tested, why it is tested and how the results

are reported.

B. Review each student's results -- highlight strengths and weaknesses- for

discussion. with the parent(s).

C. Develop plans for needed remediation. Focus on ways to involve the

parent(s), if possible. -

D. Review Classrowl Listing Report.

E. Select one/several priority objectives for the class and prepare list

(including why these skills were selected--objective attainment rates).

F. Develop brief statement of instructional plans and goals as these relate

to the instructional practices the selected priority objectives and other

relevant information.
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Reporting MEAP Results to Parents

Model A

Individual Parent /Teacher Conferences
(MDE Recommended MethOd of Distribution)

Goals:

APPENDIX C-2

1. To provide the parent(s) with a better understanding of their child's
strengths and weaknesses in the basic skills of Reading.and Mathematics.

2. To provide the parent(s) with 0"Plan of Action" designed to address

the identified weaknesses.

3. To solicit the assistance of the parent(s) in helping their child
learn the skills needed.

Materials:

Classroom Listing Report (maintain confidentiality of other student's results)

Individual Student Report
Plan of Action (Class/Group/Individual)
Individualized Parent Pamphlet

. MAP Handbook
List of Priority Objectives

Time: Approximately 20-30 minutes

Participants:

1. Classroom Teacher
2. Parents

process:

1. Give 4 brief overview of the MEAP test:
a. what is tested (R & M)
b. why the test is given
c. how the results are reported (i.e. by specific skills/objectives)

d. what the results mean (i.e. identification of strengths and needs)

2. Use information in the Parent Pamphlet to explain a child's specific
strengths and weaknesses in skill areas tested.

3. Use Individual Student Report, only if necessary, to further explain
strengths and problems.

4. Use NEAP Handbook to give examples of test items and objectives.

S. Indicate plans to remediate weaknesses (involveparent(s), if possible

or desirable):
a. indicate mediation teacher will provide in class.
b. suggest plan of action parent can follow at home.

6. Give overview of areas of strengths and weaknesses of entire class/groups
within class and related instructional plans.

7.. Indicate follow-up teachei will provide to update the parent(s) on their

child's progress and performance.



Goals:

1. To provide
HEAP tests

2. To discuss
school and
(and other

APPENDIX C-3

Reporting NEAP Results to Parents

Model B

Group PTA Meeting

the parent(s) with a clear understanding of MEAP--why the
are given, what is tested and how the results are reported.

the overall instructional plan and achievement goals for the
specific grade levels as they relate to the HEAP test results

available information, if possible).

Materials: -

Film (optional): "Building Better Basics--A HOme/School Partnership"
(available from local REMC)

Transparencies
1. State Summary
2. District Summary

3. School Summary
' 4. Parent Pamphlet
' Handouts

Parent Pamphlet (Individual Student's)
List of Priority Objectives for Grade Levels

Time: Approximately 1-2 hours

Participants:

1. School Instructional Staff (Principal, Teachers, Support Staff)

2. Parents '

Process:

1. Ask PTA to sponsor a Parents' Night (or have school host) with staff

available to meet with the individual parent(s) after a general
presentation.

2. Have school principal give overvieveof MEAP testing program:
a. what is tested;
b. why it's tested; and
c. how the results are reported (for school b district, as well as

classroom and individual). (Use transparencies Olt 2 and 3.)

3. Have teachers given overview of areas of strengths and weaknesses of

entire grade level using List of Priority Objectives.

4. Have teachers discuss instructional plans and goals as they relate to

Priority Objectives (and other available information)

S. Show parent film.

6. Answer general questions.
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7. Explain Parent Pamphlet.. (Transparency 04)

8. Distribute Parent Pamphlet.

9. Have staff present (1)46 counselors and teachers)

student results with the parent(s) as outlined in

Parent/Teacher Conference.

10. Mall Parent Pamphlet to the parent(s) who did not

in Model C.

p.
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to discuss individual
Model A, Individual

attend, as described



Reporting HEAP Results to Parents

APPENDIX C-5

kOdel C

Mail to the Hone or Send Home with Student
(Least Desirable Method of Distribution)

..-

Goals:

1. To provide the parent(s) with a better understanding of their child's
strengths and weaknesses in the basic skills of Reading and. Mathematics.

2. Tnommunicate the overall instructional plan and achievement goals for

the school and specific grade levels as they relate to the NEAP test

results (and other available information, if possible).

3. To encourage the parent(s) to come to the school to pscuss their, child's

MEW test results and instructional plans.

Materials:

Cover Letter ,

Parent Pamphlet

'pm Will vary depending upon preparatfon involved

Participants:

1. Will vary depending upon dissemination sour e (teacher, counselor, principal,

central office, etc.)
2. Parents of Students Tested

Process:

1. MaiFor send home with child, the Parent Pamphlet
a. Prepare letter to accompany pamphlet

1 prief statement of what is tested and why
2 brief summery of chile& strengths and weaknesses

3 brief statement of remediatil a plans I
a) to be provided bar teacher in classroom; and
b) plan of action parent can follow to assist student-Whome.

4) encourage the parent(s) to arrange a meeting with the teacher/
counselor to discuss their child's NEAP test results in *greater

depth. '4

S) Indicate what follow-up will bo provided to,apprise the parent(s)

of their child's progress and performance.
01.
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APPENDIX D-1
.RIPORTING TO THE SCHOOL BOARD:

'Ideas for Presenting NEAP.
to Local School Boards

Edward D. Roeber

INTRODUCTION

, One of the most Amper,lnt audiences to which assessment results
...

are reported to is .the local school hfard. Presenting test results to the

school tCardNi to lay citizens is a most important and challenging
4

f activity.. The rgse1ts musebe reported simply and clearly for under-
,.

standing. The reports 'should fully'explain the assess t the

results in the context of other information about the schools; e g.,

I

curricula emphases, resource allocations, as wellies, otherschool out-
,

put indicators.

This guide haa been prepaed to share some ideas regarding the

types 0 seporth.which can be made zo school boards. These ides show

be viewed as suggestions to build upon -- they at, not the only ones which

will work, nor will every one apply to or be needed by every-School district.

Special circumstances will dictate 'special reporting. It is hoped that

these suggestions will form the basis of your reporting program. The

Assessient staff welcomes suggestions about other ideas that work. We'd

like to pass these on in future editions of this publication:

BACKGROUNDINQ THE BOARD

The school board members will have a wide range of knowledge about

school outcomes, testing, and, more specifically, NEAP. A board b.' firs

should provide enough information about NEAP and testing so 'embers can spot /
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inaccuracies and misinterpretations if they occur in published accounts of

the results. NEAP has attamptad to correct some of the misinterpretations of

NEAP results that are printed in newspapers, but these attempts are not always

successful. Your board members usually are well respected local leaders who

can be'very valuable in explaining the results in the community, and if need

be, to correct misinformation. The board briefing is to prepare them for

this role.

How to prepare them? Adopt a t!chnique '-at works well with the

new media--a background briefing. Schedule a fel. mutes to discuss testing

without presenting the scores to distract them. This will allow you to discuss

the purpose of the testing progras independently of their natural concerns

about whether the scores have improved or declined. The briefing will alto

provide an opportunity to discuss with the board what will be done with the r

results, before the results are received and while there is still time to

modify the plan as neeZed.

Preparing the Background Briefing, Report

There are, several thingsto do in preparing for the background

briefing. First, 'it will to useZul to have the basic facts about assessment

written down, AW .uch thugs as number dB objectives, items, and so forth are

not overly confusing. Second, describe the purpose of NEAP succinctly. A

slide-tape presentation has been put together to help you do this. A1taough

it covers how to re#ort NEAP results, the presentation is particularly good

for lay audiences who used a "non-jargon" explanation. The slide/tape As

available on a limited loan basis by, contacting the Assessment staff at \

(517) 373-8393. If this is not used, you may wish to use a PareLt Pamphl t

(with data deleted) as 0 good, simple explanation of the State assessment

Praia's..
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It may also be useful to show the school board a few of the test

items. The MISAP Handbook contains a section with sample test items. These

item, which are not drawn from the actual test, can be useful with the school

board or other audiences to give a flavor of the test'at each grade level. It

Amity also be informative.to put together a thirty-item teat drawn from each

grade level to illustrate how the items become mare' complex from fourth to

seventh to tenth grade.

Third, because some boards of education may not have experience in

looking at outcomes of schools or in distinguishing outcomes and inputs, it

may be useful to review the materials shown in Appendix A before discussing

output measure such as MAP with the board. The exercise shown can be used

with a variety of audiences to "test" the differences between inputs and Out-

puts. Such an exercise coel., be used as a spring board for a discussion of

how input and outputs may or may not be related. Boards of education are

often interested in this topic and discussing it before results are given

may assipt you in covering the topic completely.

Fourth, be prepared to discuss what will be done with the results.

Since it is mostly the responsibility of building principals and classioom

teachers to use the results, one effective strategy is to involve several

teams of principals and classroom teachers to show how the results have

been and will be used. This presentation should focus on a) the use of

VIA? results with the students (and, parents of students) tested and b) the

use of the results to review and modify the curricula in the areas tested.

This will serve to focus the atteution of the school board on the instruc-

tional use of the results.

Finally, the background briefing should conclude with cediscussion

of the district plan to report the results (when will the school board get
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the district-level and state-level results; when will the media receive a

report of the results?) and,tc encourage buildings to use the results (how

will principals and teachers be encouraged to use the results?).

In summary, then, the background briefing for the school board should

contain these parts:

A. Introduction
D. Description of Purpose of NEAP
C. Factual Information About MIAP
D. School luilding Presentations about Using Results
E. Reporting and Use Plan for District

?mutat the Report of District Results

The second of the three reports which each district should mak: to

their school board is the report,of the results. It is this report which

is both the most difficult and yet most interesting. -nig report is crucial

in establishing what meaning a variety of audiences derive from the NEAP scores

for the district, the building and individual students. This sport of results

to the board may also serve as the rerort of results to e media, thereby

increasing the importance of this report,

The results report shoUld answer several basic questions:

a. How did ..de do this year?

b. Has reading and mathematics achievement improved
over last year?

c. If so, why?
d. If not; why not?
e. What will be done to review and to use the results?

It should be emphasised that school districts downplay comparisons between

districts or between school buildings within their. district. These comparisons

mislead the school hoard and the public by implication. The' comparisons imply

that districts or schools.are being assessed in terms cf total inputs or pro-

grams. The public is also misled into thinking that distl__-ts or schools with

higher scores have no problem areas or needs, while districts or schools with

lower soirtpOlve nothing but problems and needs. Such comparisons too easily
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get translated into success/failure judgments of the entire school

Pratt-.

It is important, in a report to the board About NEAP to mention

other measures of achievement, as well as other school outcomes. These

include other-test resu-cs, number of graduates getting a job or further

education, number of,students qualifying for academic scholarships, and

so forth. To assist the reader think of these, a list of other variables

which could be included in the report of results Is shown in Appendix B.

Included in the report of results should be a section dealing

with what will be dome to review the results and how the results will be

used. This part of the report will show the school board bcv the results

will be used in the district: It also provides a mechanism for at least

one follow-up report later in the school year.

The report of the results should contain at least these sections.

First, it is important to provide the reader with some basic informati-n

about MAP. This would include:

a. that it is any every-pupil testing program
covering grades, 4, 7, and 10;

b. Mathematics and leb:dins are tested;
c. results are returned for students,'

teachers, schools;
d. school results are used-to make curriculum

improvements, while student results fro,
used to help students,learn the skills missed.

The next section of the report will show the test results of the

district. The Most understandable numbers to present are the percentages

of students who attained more than three quarters of the objectives (Category

4 on the proportions report). These percentage. can be shown for this-year

versus the percentages in previous years. This will show changes in test

scores.
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In addition, it lady be important to highlight apktiajor changes

is the performance of students on a few of the qbjectives. For example,

if there have been dramatic increases on certain objectives, the changes

in, percentages of attainment can be mentioned. This would be important to

31.

do if the building teams have identified and worked on certain key objectives.

This emphasis could help to reward the extra effort by pointing out how the

building team effort has Occeeded in improving student achievement: This

may be difficult to do is 1980 w.,:h the changes in the MAP tests.

If the perfofmance of students has decreased significantly on certain

objectives, this too is important to acknowledge. While the reasons for the

declines may not be resOly known, thestresults may encourage a more. detailed

review to determine the causes. If so, these plans can be mentioned in the

report, as well.

The next section of the report is the hardest and yet, perhaps, the

most important. Once the programAas been described and the results pp-
.

minted, it is important tot describe the impliKrions of the results.

It is important to answer the "so what?" question clearly, concisely, and

honestly. It may be bard for district-level staff to describe the impli-
,

cations of the results. It is therefore important to involve school-level

staff and administ store info' discussion of the implications. They have a

first-hand knowle of what students have been taught and their capabilities,

and can describe t implloationi pf the results in more concrete terms.

Teachers and curriculUm specialists can help add meaning to the district

results by highlighting thew* test items and objectives which students'

performance om met or did not meet established expectations. Finally, some

suimary statements about achievement level and changes) over time should be

Inds.
t+.
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The final section of the report of results should be the district

short- and intermedtate7range plans to use the results. This section can

describe what various buildings plan to do with the results, as well as-the

district-level dingdisation of these efforts. In addition (whether or not

the Ward report serves as the public report to the news media) it would be

a good idea to mention the district's plans to report the results to the

media, to parents, and other citizens.

In summary, the report of results should contain these sections:

A. Background About NEAP
S. District Results
C. Interpretations of Resat..
D. Plans to Use Results

Follow-Up Reports

Once the results have. been reported along with the plans'for using

the results, it is only logical to report back t the board on the progress

in using them. The following topics are suggested for follow-up reports

and should be of interest to the hoard: 1) specific areas of need selected

as priority for review, 2) results of the curricula review process, 3) new

insiuction coutemplated as a result of the curriculum review, 4) planned

follow -up testing of schools after remediation, and 5) special activities

(awards, summer programa and so forth) planned as a-result of testing.

Sharing these.follov-up reports with the school board helps to

point out that the educators are concerned' bout student achieviment and

are using test results to help students improve. It also halps the school

board focus on'the instructional uses of NRAP and dc- emphasize the

"comparative" uses of the results.

The follow -up reports may be in rriting only, of nay involve teachers,

adninistrators,parmats, or students presenting some aspect of the program.
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It is often useful to involve others in the reports, since they can talk

in realistid terms about the uses of test results and can factually

answer board members' questions.

Simmer/

In closing, the importance of reporting results quickly and

accuracely to the school board should be emphasised. The strategy suggested

here consists of three parts: 1) a background briefing about purposes of

MSAP and how results can be used, 2) a presentation of results, uses of

results in the district and implicatitAi'of results, and 3) follow-up

reports that present specific ways results are being used. While this is

not the only techniqdi which can be used to present results, it is effective

in focusing the attention of the school board, educators and the community

on the instruc Nal uses of NEAP. This will help avoid the use of NEAP

resulti for coo, .ative purposes. More importantly, it will help assure

that the MAP results are used to help improv_ student achievement.
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ON DISTINGUISHING OUTCOMES FROM INPUTS

People usually judge schools on the basis of inputs, particularly the financial resources

available to the school district. For example, school, districts have frequently been ranked

and given a "good" rat1ng for having a relatively high per pupil expenditure, for paying

higher than average salaries, and for hiring more employees per pupil relative to other

schools. However, there is no guarantee that additional financial resources (inputs) alone

will necessarily produce better results in student learning (outcomes). In fact, appeals

that have been made on the premise that additional funding will improve educational quality

have created a real dilemma for the schools. As financial support increased, public expecta-

tions also went up. But instead of evidence of overall progress, the public is confronted

with reports of mixed results. Inputs do not measure how well a school is performing its

job and parents and'citizens need to be encouraged to examine outcome information as well

as input'data when trying to come to informed decisions about their schools.

Unfortunately, the emphasifon inputs has been so great that it is often difficult for parents
and citizens'to see that there is another way to look at the schools. Because outcome data

has not been as readily available and may be more difficult to interpret than input data,

it is tempting to take the course of the least resistance. But it is important for citizens,

school board members, and parents to focus on outcomes and to be able to recognize the

(difference between input and outcome measures. The following "exercises" are provided to

illustrate differences in judging a school on the basis of outcome and input measures.

An Exercise in Distinguishing Outcomes from Inputs

APPENDIX D-9

Decide whether each statement is'a measure of outcome (results of schooling) or a measure of

input (that which is invested in the school) and check the appropriate box.
Outcomes Inpuls

t1. The per pupil, general fund expenditure for Michvllle Schools is $1,420. TT-

2, Maria got one A, two B's, and two C's on her report card. ] [

3. Michville's new school has many teaching devices to aid in instruction. [ [

4. Eighty-one percent of the fourth graders .showed they could tell time by
[

accurately reading a clock.

5. The pupils in Mr. Wojtowicz' Class showed a gain in spelling proficiency
[ ] [

]

as measured by tests given at the beginning and the end of the year.

6. The average pupil-leacher ratio of MichVille Elementary School is [ ] [ ]
twenty-two pupils for each teacher.

7. Michville's seventh graders showedlmastery of whole number computation
[

]
[ ]

and non-mastery of computing with fractions.

8. Ottes-score on a standardized achievement test in thematics indicates

he did better than 55 percent of all other seventhmp\wders who took [

the test.

sawenno g 'L 's ez swab} !slnduk: g 'E IL swell :s.zaMsuy

Adapted from Evaluating the . ducational Outcomes of your Local Schools: A Manual for Parents

and Citizens, Mims Issearch Council:WI, 14.879
1

(Available In limited quantities for the HEAP)



1.

PLANNING A REPORTING CAMPAIGN'

bcnooi tvents
and Activities .

,

Accompanying Reporting Activities

rersonts),

Responsible

uates
Start Completion

.

.

5. 1

Prior to Testing

State Briefings
Local Briefings
Preparation for testing by
Assessment Coordinators,
teachers, students, and
parents

Tests AdMinistered .

, .

After Testing
Results Distributed:
District, school, classroom
student, parent
Results Reviewed:.
identify strengths
identify weaknesses

0,,

curricular implications
(district, school, class-

room) ,

instructional implications
develop plans to address

weaknesses

Preparation forgfoxt Year's

Testing
Identify high priority objet-
tives (district, school) ,

1. Press Release announcing MEAP test
schedule and preparation activities

2. District communications:
to teachers

, to students
. to parents of students tested
to school board on purposes of MEAP

1. Press Release announcing that testing
is in progress

1`. District communications about avail-
ability of results and review processes

2. Prepare reporting package(s):
Identify information of interest (more
than just MEAP)

Identify information available
Decide reporting formats
Decide reporting schedule .

School Board Report (see Monograph #.3._)

.

"..

,

.

,

Report(s) to Media (see Monograph # 6)
results and conclusions
plans for further action
actions taken
exemplary activities (esp. those based
on use of MEAP data and subsequent
planning)

Parent Report(s) (See Monograph # 4 )
Annual Report

St
1. District communications to teachers,

students, and parents about planning
activities and procedures .



E.

F.

raumul Events
and Activities

,

Accompanying Reporting Activities
Person(s)

Responsible

woue3

Start Completion

Identify performance expecta-
tions (district, school)
Identify procedures to be used
to achieve expectations

Rini:date the Reporting Campaign
Identify strengths and weak-
nesses

,--

...

Plan Next Reporting Campaign
Contact media persons (sample ?)
determine interests
determine deadlines

Contact parents (sample?)
determine interests

Contact teachers (sample?)
determine-interests

Contact school board members
determine interests

.

2. Press Release about planning in progress
(could request community volunteers)

3. Media articles about outcomes of plan -
ning activities

4. School hoard follow-up reports

1. Contact audiences to determine reactions
to campaign (samples):
School board
Media
Parents
Teachers

,

,

\

,

. .

.
.

Nk

.

.

1

.

' .
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PLANNING A REPORTING CAM?AIGN
Activity Timeline

Reporting Activities
Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. June Jul Sett.

Press release innouncifig NEAP test schedule and -4

preparation activities

District communications to: teachers, students,

parents of students tested, and kthool board

members - .

Press release announcing testing in, progress

tuistrict communications (internal; u ailability -

of results ;Id review processes

Prepare rerfTting packages:

School board report ---''

Reports to. media
1.---4

Parent report(s)
...--

Annual rtn
1-- or

ort
.

District communications to teachers, students,
.

and parents re. .flaring activities and

processes to prepare for next year's testing

Press release re. planninj activities in progrets.

Media article (pre s) re. results of planning

ntivities

School boar follow-up riport -

Y

Contact audiences of reporting campaign (samples)

to determine reactions (school board, media,
.

parents, teachers, etc.)
.

Contact audiences of proposed reporting campaign

to determine interests for next reporting campaign
1

I

r.r34
1

. ,

, 1



PLANNING A REPORTING CAMPAIGN
Communication' Analysis Chart--Audience Oriented .

WHO WHAT WHY HOW WHEN

School Board

Media

Parents of Students
Tested

All Parents

Community Persons

Local Government .

Officials

rivic Groups

Chttch Groups

School Groups

District Administrators

Building Administrators

Teachers of Students
Tested

All Teachers

Educational Associations
and Unions

Students Tested

All Students
.

.

.

1

.

.

.

.

\

,

,

rI) 0

ry


